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1. Locations and main « metiers »

1.1. Soumbedioune:

- Most urbanised (part of Dakar the capital) fishing community compared to others at national scale.
- Social groups present: Lebou and Guet NDarian.
- Existence of well defined and precised « metier » with specific chains targetting seasonnaly species as following:

Metier 1: Ice boxes Pirogue: 20 to 22 meters long, 10 to 12 days fishing trip / PLG (fleet) Hook and line (Gear), Dentex in dominance / Thji (Specy).

Season: From May / June up to August.
Soumbedioune (2)

**From August up to October, end of season and 2 situations:**
Part stop fishing: repairing gears and fleet, building of new fishing units, etc...

Metier 2: Other remaining group adopt the long lines for two species. So we have: PLG (Fleet), long lines (Gear) and Merou: kothj –dominant - and rascasse - by catches – (Species)

Metier 3: One day fishing trip, Pirogue :8 meters average lenght (fleet), hook and lines (Gear), Merou family :Badeche in dominant (Specy).

NB: Second specy targeted as second choice (Thji). Third choice: horse markerel. **Season:** From May / June up to October/ November.
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Metier 4: Octopus fishers, One day fishing trip, Pirogue :8 meters average lenght (fleet), turlutte (Gear), octopus (Specy).

Season: all year long.

Metier 5: Pirogue 8 – 12 meters (Fleet), Long line (Gear), Red carp/ Yaakh in dominant and Merou / by catch (Specy).

Season: all year long.

Metier 6: One day fishing trip, Pirogue :8 meters average lenght (fleet), hook and lines (Gear), Daurade rose family (Specy)
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Metier 7: Ice boxes Pirogue 8 – 12 meters long/PLG, 12 days 
   fishing trip (Fleet), Gillnet (Gear), Kassaw / main targeted and 
   Shark / by catch (Species) 
Season: all year long

Metier 8: Pirogue 8 – 12 meters long (Fleet), Floatting / surface 
   long lines (Gear), Coryphène, Swordfish, Blue Shark (Species) 
Season: all year long

Metier 9: Pirogue 8 meters, 1 day trip (Fleet), gillnets on rocks 
   (Gear), Merou / Mainly targeted; Sar, daurade grise / by 
   catches (Species)
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Metier 10:
Pirogue 8 – 12 meters long (Fleet), Gillnet (Gear), Cigale de mer

/ Mainly targeted, perroquet, courbine / by catches (Species).
1.2. M’ Bour and Joal

- Important fishing landing sites located 80 kms (M’Bour) and 110 kms (Joal) far from Dakar.
- Social groups present: Lebous, Nyominkas and Guet N’Darians.

**Metier 1**: Pirogue 18 -22 meters (Fleet), purse seine (Gear), sardinella (Specy).

**Season**: all year long

**Metier 2**: Pirogue 8 meters (Fleet), Gillnet (Gear), sole (Specy).

**Season**: all year.

**Metier 3**: Pirogue 20 – 22 meters (Fleet), circling net / FME (Gear), Sardinella or Ethmalosa, given season.

**Metier 4**: Pirogue 8 -10 meters, one day trip (Fleet), hook and line (Gear), daurade (Specy). **Season**: all year.

**Metier 5**: Pirogue 8 – 10 meters (Fleet), hook and line (Gear), Calamar (Specy). **Season**: all year.

**Metier 6**: Pirogue 8 – 10 meters (Fleet), hook and line (Gear), Octopus (Specy). **Season**: all year.
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Metier 7: Pirogue 10 – 14 meters (fleet), Long line (Gear), Cat fish (Specy). **Season**: all season; mixed with Shark given season.

Metier 8: Pirogue 10 – 12 meters (Fleet) trap (Gear), Cattle fish (Specy). **Season**: all year long.
2. Remarks on « metiers »

- Only « metiers » practiced dominantly are taken in consideration; species captured as by catch are mentioned, in cases they’re important in the structure of landings.

- Among these « metiers » the large majority are object of exclusive specialisation.

- Most of the « metiers » are practiced all year long.
Joal and M’Bour have almost the same characteristics, beside circling net / FME are traditionnaly praticed in Joal by a specific group : Nyominkas.

In Saint – Louis (Northern part of the country) JS was investigated (20 questionnaires introduced), but not yet processed. Metier chosen: Pirogue 18 –22 meters , 22 days fishing trip (Fleet), driftnet (Gear), Shark (Specy).

Metiers chosen for JS investigation are as following:


b) M’Bour and Joal : Pirogue – Long line – Cat fish.
